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BLADE
RUNNER
2049 - THE FLYING CAR FUTURE...
In the future Ford will deliver your
Pizza, cars will take to the skies and
taxis will need three pin plugs...
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Car

PROBLEMS
can be
complex
We like to make things simple and easy.
MotorEasy brings you the UK’s best warranty protection:
Instant protection against
unexpected car repairs

Widespread cover, or for
just the important bits

Includes the cost of
diagnosis, parts & labour

COVER FROM AS LITTLE AS £20 PER MONTH

“I felt compelled to applaud and highlight the
quite exceptional service I received from you”
Mr Glen Townsend, May 17

Taking out one of our warranties could be one
of the smartest things you’ve done.
Get an instant quote at motoreasy.com
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The smart way to run your car

this time...
ISSUE 52 / 2017

A

nother month and another film we rather like. The truth is that
the older members of the FCM office actually remember going
to see the original Blade Runner in a fairly empty cinema.
Blade Runner 2049 will get much more of a push and won't be
allowed to fail. What excited us about the first film, apart from
Harrison's Ford's effortless portrayl of a down at heel replicant
catcher and killer in 2018, was the flying cars. They may be the
answer to our traffic congestion nightmares and actually exist. The
Pal-V seems to be the closest to reality, so we take a look at that and
consider putting down a deposit.
Technology is moving as fast as ever and although the indication
seems to be that you could well be enjoying a Domino's pizza
brought to you in a driverless Ford Mondeo. Otherwise a lot of cars
are going to be battery powered. We don't actually think it is as cut
and dried as that and we explain why. Also, offsetting all that is the
great news that TVR is back. You will have to wait to see the average
pictures of that as we had so much future content, we've had to hold
it over for the, er, future. We have at least got a different
photographic take on Frankfurt, so huge thanks to Andrew Elphick.
And finally, well done to Ricky who didn't win a flying, or even a real
car, but a toy one. Well, it is a posh scale model and a lovely way to
celebrate being 50 issues old. His favourite cover? Dangermouse,
obviously.

Fancy guest editorship of FCM Mr Ford? Nah.
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It's the
brilliant
Brownlee
Brothers

OLYMPIC ATHLETES COMPETE IN JAGUAR XF TRIATHLON

Olympic triathletes Alistair and Jonny Brownlee have reignited their rivalry in a triathlon with a difference – behind the wheel of a Jaguar XF and XF Sportbrake.
The pair competed in a trio of challenges to show off the dynamic performance, increased load space and parking technology of both vehicles.
First was the swim, otherwise known as the ‘Smartcone Slide’, pitting the brothers against each other in a slalom contest on a wet skid pan that proved the
all-wheel-drive capability, outstanding traction and overall performance of the Jaguar XF Sportbrake in low-grip conditions.
Round two put the pair on their bikes for ‘Pedal to Pack’ as they raced to stow their equipment the quickest in the 565 litres of rear load space and on the versatile
roof rack of the new XF Sportbrake estate. With all to play for in the final challenge ‘Race to Reverse’, the brothers were tested with a parallel park in the XF saloon.
Alistair took the wheel and manually tried to park the car in the shortest possible time, while Jonny put his faith in the semi-automated Park Assist function, proving
the difference as he triumphed over his brother to take overall victory. “Alistair might have got the better of me in the Olympics, but this one is really going to hurt
him. He prides himself on his driving skills, so to beat him here will give me serious bragging rights. This might have been a little different to what we’re used to,
but it was great fun to test the capability of the Jaguar XF and XF Sportbrake. They’re both very impressive cars.” - Jonny Brownlee, World Champion triathlete.
WATCH THE BRILLIANT VIDEO HERE: https://youtu.be/zi72jMZEapo

Jaguar
Sportbrake
XF 2.2D SE
£31,945
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Alistair
will get
his own
back

WHY THE JAGUAR SPORTBRAKE IS A WINNER

With a maximum load space capacity of 1,700 litres and a flexible 40:20:40 folding rear seat split, the new Jaguar XF Sportbrake is a premium
estate that sets new standards for practicality and convenience. This combination of space, driving dynamics and advanced technologies make it
the ideal vehicle for customers with active lifestyles. It also boasts a maximum roof payload of 100kg and a number of different accessories and
racks that can accommodate skis or snowboards, cycle racks and water sports equipment. The load space is also accessible with the convenient
Gesture Tailgate, letting you open the boot when your arms are full with just a wave of a foot. Its lightweight construction and optimised driving
dynamics combine with near 50:50 weight distribution to deliver the ideal balance between ride and handling. All Surface Progress Control
enables smooth, effortless traction on low-grip surfaces, while on-demand all-wheel drive and Intelligent Driveline Dynamics deliver optimum
performance and capability. Both the XF and XF Sportbrake feature Park Assist. There are semi-automated functions for both bay and parallel
parking, with ultrasonic sensors to measure the space and steer the car into position. All the driver has to do is manage the accelerator and brake,
while the car does the rest. “As a triathlete I’m used to being in control of my own performance. I’ve also always prided myself on my parking, so
when it came to the final challenge, I wanted to make sure I was in charge. As it turned out, I would have been better off trusting the XF’s
technology. I’ll get Jonny back next time!” Alistair Brownlee, two-time Olympic Triathlon Champion.
WATCH THE BRILLIANT VIDEO HERE: https://youtu.be/zi72jMZEapo
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SPOTTED
OUT AND
ABOUT

HRH THE DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE MEETS MCLAREN

The Duke was given a tour of the McLaren Production Centre, in Woking, led by Mike Flewitt, McLaren Automotive Chief Executive
Officer. Along the way, The Duke met some of the company’s 2,100 workforce who designed and hand-assembled a record 3, 286 cars
last year, the majority exported around the world. Mike Flewitt, CEO of McLaren Automotive, said: “It’s a great personal honour to
welcome The Duke to McLaren Automotive and something that each and every one of our people should feel justifiably proud of as a
globally renowned British sports and supercar creator. “Part of the McLaren DNA has always been about achieving engineering
excellence and a pioneering spirit. That goes right back to our founder Bruce McLaren and is instilled in everyone one of us today. But I
know that we can only continue to create world-beating cars and technologies that truly push the boundaries of what’s possible by
harnessing the talents of an incredible and diverse group of men and women who all bring their unique skills and experiences to bear.
“It’s obvious that we’re passionate about our cars, which comes through in abundance to our customers around the world who drive
and love our products. What’s sometimes less remarked upon, and which I hope came across during The Duke’s visit, is that we are
equally passionate about backing the next generation of design, engineering and manufacturing talent."
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David Montgomery

Kingsman +
MR PORTER
Shop, 4 St
James’s
Street, London,
SW1A 1EF

Get
the
look

MATTHEW VAUGHN & CLAUDIA SCHIFFER

Following on from last month we are still heavily into the rather excellent film starring Taron Egerton and Colin Firth. We
thought this was jolly interesting especially if you really do want to get the Kingsman look. That's because The Kingsman
Shop is open to the public, and is housed next to the 300–year-old wine merchant Berry Bros. & Rudd in the heart of St
James’s, a destination for the discerning gentleman shopper. The stand alone shop plays an integral part within the plot
of KINGSMAN: THE GOLDEN CIRCLE, which means not only will customers and fans be able to shop the collection in a
physical retail space, they will also be able to enter an authentic Kingsman location, plucked straight from the new film.
The Director Matthew Vaugh and his wife Claudia were there and the Jaguar E-Type as driven by Taron.

Taron's Car
1 E-Type Jaguar £285,000

Matthew
2 Leather Jacket Asos £318.00
3 T-Shirt H & M £3.99
4 Jeans Debenhams £30.00
5 Hat Village Hats £14.00
Claudia
6 Velvet Blazer Yoox £423.00
7 Top Misguided £20.00
8 Jeans Asos £16.99
9 Bag Blue Banana £19.99
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Blade Runner 2049

COOL RUNNING

Harrison Ford returns and Ryan Gosling joins the epic
Blade Runner story, in cinemas October 3rd
38freecarmag.com
8
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Spinner - Police Flying Car

“WE HAVEN’T WORKED OUT THE FLYING CAR
THING YET, SO THAT’S DISSAPOINTING...”
RYAN GOSLING PONDERS THE FACT THAT BLADE
RUNNER DIDN’T QUITE PREDICT EVERYTHING.
3

ZBO(PTMJOHJTPOFPGUIFTUBSTPG#MBEF3VOOFSBOEIF
QBUJFOUMZFYQMBJOTXIBUUIJTOFXDIBQUFSJOUIFTUPSZJTBMMBCPVU
*QMBZBDIBSBDUFSOBNFE,XIPJTB#MBEF3VOOFS UIJSUZZFBSTBGUFS
UIFSTUMNMFGUP
5IFQSPGFTTJPOPGUIF#MBEF3VOOFSJTBMJUUMFEJFSFOUBOENPSF
DPNQMJDBUFE
*UXBTBEBZMJLFBOZPUIFSEBZBOEIFVOJOUFOUJPOBMMZVODPWFSTB
NZTUFSZUIBUNBLFTIJNBOEUIFBVEJFODFRVFTUJPOFWFSZUIJOHUIBU
UIFZUIPVHIUUIFZLOFX
*OUPUIJTTDFOBSJPDPNFT)BSSJTPO'PSEBT3JDL%FLBSE4QFBLJOHBUB
'BDFCPPL-JWF2"FWFOUIFDPOTJEFSTUIFJNQBDUPG#MBEF3VOOFS
*UIJOLJUJTGBTDJOBUJOHUIBUUIFPSJHJOBMMNQPTUVMBUFEB
UFDIOPMPHZXIJDIJONBOZXBZTXFWFTVSQBTTFEBOEJOPUIFSXBZT
XFBSFOPURVJUFUIFSF
5IJTMNUBLFTJOUPBDDPVOUUIFUIJSUZZFBSTUIBUIBWFQBTTFEBOE
SFGFSFODFTUFDIOPMPHJFTUIBUBSFJOQMBDFOPXBOEBMTPUPNFBMJUUMF
NPSFJOUFSFTUJOHBDLOPXMFEHFTBOEEFBMTXJUIFUIJDBMDPOTJEFSBUJPOT
UIBUUFDIOPMPHZQSFTFOUTVTXJUI
5IFSFJTOPTVDIUIJOHBTBGSFFMVODIBOEXFBSFCPUIUBMLJOHBCPVU
UIFCFOFUTPGUFDIOPMPHZBOEUIFTPDJBMDPOTFRVFODFT
3ZBO(PTMJOHDMFBSMZSFNFNCFSTUIFFFDUUIBUUIFPSJHJOBMMNIBE
POIJN*TBXJUQSPCBCMZUFOZFBSTBGUFSJUDBNFPVU*XBTTUSVDLCZ

KVTUIPXJOVFOUJBMJUIBECFFOPOFWFSZUIJOH*IBETFFO
#MBEF3VOOFSNBEFNFRVFTUJPOXIBUJUNFBOUUPCFBIVNBO
CFJOH JUBMTPNBEFNFRVFTUJPONZBCJMJUZUPEJTUJORVJTICFUXFFOUIF
IFSPBOEUIFWJMMBO
*UXBTBOJHIUNBSJTIWJTJPOPGUIFGVUVSFQSFTFOUFEJOUIJTSPNBOUJD
ESFBNMJLFXBZ
5IJTXBTBMTPPOFPGUIFMNTXIFSF*XPOEFSFEXIBUIBQQFOFE
BGUFSJUXBTBMMPWFS8IBUIBQQFOFEUPUIBUXPSMEBOEUIPTF
DIBSBDUFST 4PUPIBWFUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPQIZTJDBMMZFOUFSUIBU
XPSME CFQBSUPGJUBOEMFBSOUIFBOTXFSTUPUIPTFRVFTUJPOTXBTB
XPOEFSGVMPQQPSUVOJUZ
3ZBO(PTMJOHEJEOPUKVTUJNNFSTFIJNTFMGJOUIFTUPSZCVUBMTPIJT
OFX GVUVSJTUJDTVSSPVOEJOHT
5PHFUUPUIFTFUBOEOEUIBUUIFTFXFSFGVMMZGVODUJPOJOHXPSMET
UIBUZPVDPVMEJOIBCJU5IFQSPQTXPSLFEBOEUIFSFXBTWFSZMJUUMF
JNBHJOJOHUIBUIBEUPCFEPOF8FIBSEMZTBXBHSFFOTDSFFO
5IFSFJTBTUSPOHDBTUBOEJOUFSWJFXFECZ&NQJSF EJSFDUPS%FOJT
7JMMFOFVWFEJTDVTTFEDBTUJOHWJMMBJO/FBOEFS8BMMBDF0VSSTU
UIPVHIUIBECFFO%BWJE#PXJF XIPIBEJOVFODFE#MBEF3VOOFS
JONBOZXBZTXIFOXFMFBSOFEUIFTBEOFXT XFMPPLFEBSPVOE
GPSTPNFPOFXJUIRVBMJUJFTMJLFUIBU7JMMFOFVWFTVCTFRVFOUMZDBTU
+BSFE-FUPGPSUIFSPMF
freecarmag.com 9

Blade Runner 2049

SPINNER FACTS

4QJOOFSJTBOJDLOBNFGPSUIFUZQFPG1PMJDFZJOH
DBSJO#MBEF3VOOFSUIBUDBOESJWFBTBHSPVOE
DBS UBLFPWFSUJDBMMZ IPWFSBOEDSVJTFVTJOHKFU
QSPQVMTJPONVDIMJLFB)BSSJFSKVNQKFU5IFZBSF
VTFENBJOMZCZUIFQPMJDFUPTVSWFZUIFQPQVMBUJPO 
BOEJUTDMFBSUIBUEFTQJUFSFTUSJDUJPOTXFBMUIZ
QFPQMFDBOBDRVJSFTQJOOFSMJDFOTFT*UIBTCFFO
DPQJFEJOMNTJODMVEJOH5IF'JGUI&MFNFOUBOE
4UBS8BSTQSFRVFMUSJMPHZ
*OUIFMN#BDLUPUIF'VUVSF1BSU**UIFZQBJE
IPNBHFUPUIF4QJOOFSGSPN#MBEF3VOOFSBT
BSFQBJOUFE4QJOOFSDBOCFTFFOQBSLFEJOB
ESJWFXBZ"4QJOOFSJTBMTPTQPUUFEEVSJOHUIF
IPWFSCPBSEDIBTF
"OPUIFSUSJCVUFUPUIF#MBEF3VOOFS4QJOOFSDBO
CFTFFOBUWBSJPVTQPJOUTJOUIF4UBS8BSTMNT
&QJTPEF*5IF1IBOUPN.FOBDFBOE&QJTPEF**
"UUBDLPGUIF$MPOFTUIFIPNBHFXBTNBEFJOQBSU
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XJUISFHBSEUPTJNJMBSJUJFTCFUXFFOVSCBOUSBDPG
-PT"OHFMFTBTQPSUSBZFEJO#MBEF3VOOFS BOE
UIBUPGUIFDJUZQMBOFU$PSVTDBOUBTEFQJDUFEJOUIF
4UBS8BSTQSFRVFMMNT
#VZZPVSPXO4QJOOFS 'VKJNJTTDBMF
4QJOOFS1PMJDF$BSJTBWBJMBCMFPOMJOF

2019-2049

WHAT HAPPENED?

%

FOJT7JMMFOFWVFDPNNJTTJPOFEUISFFTIPSUMNTUPMMJO
UIFEFDBEFTCFUXFFOUIFUXPMNT5IFSFBSFUSBJMFSTPG
DPVSTF CVUUIFTFTIPSUTBSFXPSUIOEJOHPOMJOFBTUIFZ
BOTXFSTPNBOZRVFTUJPOTBOEXJMMVMUJNBUFMZIFJHIUFOUIF
FYQFSJFODF
5IFTIPSUMN/FYVTUBLFTQMBDFJOUIFZFBSBOE
JTEJSFDUFECZ-VLF4DPUUXIJDISFWPMWFTBSPVOE+BSFE-FUPT
DIBSBDUFS /JBOEFS8BMMBDF*OUIJTTIPSU 8BMMBDFJOUSPEVDFTBOFX
MJOFPGQFSGFDUFESFQMJDBOUTDBMMFEUIF/FYVT TFFLJOHUPHFUUIF
QSPIJCJUJPOPOSFQMJDBOUTSFQFBMFE
/PXIFSFUP3VOBMTPEJSFDUFECZ4DPUUJTUIFTUPSZPGIPX
4BQQFS QMBZFECZ%BWF#BVUJTUB JTEJTDPWFSFEBTBTLJOKPCPS
3FQMJDBOUBOEIBTUPHPJOUPIJEJOH
'JOBMMZ +BQBOFTFEJSFDUPS4IJOJDIJSP8BUBOBCFEFMJWFST#MBEF
3VOOFS#MBDL0VUXIJDIJTBOBOJNBUFETIPSU
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Blade Runner 2049

Rick Deckard, played by
Harrison Ford can still
handle himself.

Ana de Armas in Dixons
Robin Wright is a tough
interviewer.
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BLADE RUNNER
EXPLAINED
%JSFDUPS8SJHIUFWFODBSFEFOPVHIBCPVUUIF
IFJTUTUPNFFUXJUIBUFDIOJDBMDPOTVMUBOUOBNFE
+PF-PZB XIPJOUIFFBSMZTXBTDPOWJDUFE
GPSCBOLSPCCFSZBOETFSWFEBTFWFOZFBSUFSN
-PZBXSPUFBCPPLDBMMFE5IF.BO8IP0VUHSFX
)JT1SJTPO$FMM$POGFTTJPOTPGB#BOL3PCCFS 
XIJDIJOTQJSFE8SJHIUUPNFFU-PZB
-PZB
3FQMJDBOUTBSFCJPFOHJOFFSFEIVNBOT
PSJHJOBMMZ
IFMQFETPMJEJGZUIFBVUIFOUJDJUZPGFBDIIFJTU

EFTJHOFECZUIF5ZSFMM$PSQPSBUJPOGPSVTFBTB
TBZT1BSL
8JUIBMMUIFBEEFEFMFNFOUT &EHBS
TMBWFMBCPVS5IJTJTUIFDPNQMFYXPSMEUIBUUIF
XBOUFEUPNBLFTVSFUIFIFJTUTGFMUWFSZSFBMBOE
PSJHJOBM#MBEF3VOOFSMNXBTTFUJO
CFMJFWBCMF

5IFOJOUIFNFBOUJNFUIFSFXBTBTFSJFTPGWJPMFOU
SFCFMMJPOTBOEUIFNBOVGBDUVSF0G3FQMJDBOUT
XBTCBOOFEJO5IF5ZSFMM$PSQPSBUJPOXFOU
CBOLSVQU

:FBSTMBUFS JOEVTUSJBMJTU/JBOEFS8BMMBDFBDRVJSFE
UIFSFNBJOTPGUIF5ZSFMM$PSQPSBUJPOBOEDSFBUFEB
OFXMJOFPG3FQMJDBOUTXIPPCFZ
.BOZPMEFSNPEFM3FQMJDBOUTTVSWJWFE5IFZBSF
IVOUFEEPXOBOESFUJSFE

5IPTFUIBUIVOU3FQMJDBOUTHPCZUIFOBNF #MBEF
3VOOFST8IJDIJTXIBU3JDL%FDLBSEVTFEUPEP
BOE, TUJMMEPFT

5IFSFJTSBUIFSNPSFUPJUUIBOUIBUPGDPVSTF TPHP
BOETFFUIFMNBOEMFUVTLOPXXIBUZPVUIJOL
UISPVHIUIFVTVBMTPDJBMNFEJBDIBOOFMT
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In the Future

Future Runners
$PNJOHTPPOUPBTUSFFUOFBSZPV TFMGESJWJOHQJ[[BT FMFDUSJDNPUPSTXIFSF
SFBMPOFTVTFEUPCF BOEDBSTUIBUBDUVBMMZUBLFPBOEMBOE)PXFWFS 
CFGPSFXFBMMHFUUPPFYDJUFE'SFF$BS.BHXPVMEMJLFUPQPJOUPVUUIBUJU
BMSFBEZIBTBDPVQMFNFNFDBNQBJHOTBCPVUXIBUUIFGVUVSFIBTJOTUPSF
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A

ccording to the government petrol
and diesel car sales will be banned by
2040. According to the Free Car Mag
desktop calculator that is 23 years time and
predicting the future is a dangerous thing
to do. The best we can usually rely on is
Hollywood where Back to the Future II
suggested that there would be hover
boards by 2015. However, Marty McFly
wouldn’t give those so-called current
generation wheeled ‘hoverboards’ the time
of day. Actually the oddest thing is that
DeLorean, a company which is distantly
related to the car we all love is actually
developing a flying plane. The DeLorean
DR-7 is an all-electric flying car. Paul
DeLorean, nephew of John DeLorean
creator of the 1980s sports car says that
the first one will fly next year.
Apparently it will have room for two
passengers, have a range of 120 miles and
have atop speed of 240mph. I suppose we
will believe it when we see it, which should
be around 2018.
Meanwhile the original Blade Runner set
in 2019, had flying ‘Spinner’ cars, so there
is still a couple of years for that to happen.
In 2049 though, they do look a lot more
developed and I am not sure we can wait
that long. In a few pages time though,
flying cars are closer than we think.

The point is that you can make any
promise or prediction into the far flung
future and you won’t have to deliver on it
because you will be dead, retired, or in
prison and no one will care.
However, this isn’t Hollywood it’s the real
world and right now coal fired power
stations are shut, no nuclear one has been
built in the last few decades, renewables
are actually unreliables and there is no
provision for gas storage, so where exactly
is the ‘lecky for all these battery cars going
to come from? Presumably fireflies.
Electric cars need an infrastructure, just
like petrol and diesel cars need fuel stations
and that programme seems to be
progressing rather slowly. Obviously you
can recharge at home, but what would we
rather have a fully charged motor, or heat,
light and the telly showing Game of
Thrones?
Trouble is, politicians like the idea of an
electric car as it seems to answer every
pollution question. That’s why they
previously focused on diesel, because it was
so low in C02, although they ignored the
more dangerous particulates. Electric cars
are one answer, but so are hydrogen
powered ones. Their own emission is pure
water. Honda, Hyundai and Toyota have

hydrogen cars you can buy right now and
they don’t need to be plugged in
anywhere. Maybe that is the future?
Right now Free Car Mag are off to make
a film about a world powered purely from
politician’s broken promises which does
not sound too far fetched to us.
The truth is that both petrol and diesel
engines are going to be with us for rather
a long time yet. They remain, affordable,
practical and easy to use.
Then there is the whole concept of self
driving cars, which we don’t have the room
to explore in that much detail.
Elon Musk’s Tesla seem to be bringing the
two futures together when it comes to
electric power and autonomous vehicles.
Well, electric vehicles have their
limitations as we have made clear and self
driving cars, despite so many declarations
that they are around the corner, may be
some way off.
The major problem could be the number
of human driven cars on the road. Getting
the two to interact safely is an issue. Then
there is insurance, the industry needs to
sort itself out. Finally roads, on a motorway
it makes sense, but on a country B road?
Also, Mr Musk is not the messiah and
hasn’t made that many cars. Yet.
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In the Future

Get your Pizza
delivered by a
Robot Car

ARE
DOMINO’S®
& FORD
REPLACING THE
PIZZA DELIVERY
MOPED?

R

andomly-selected Domino’s customers in Ann Arbor will
have the opportunity to receive their delivery order from a
Ford Fusion Hybrid Autonomous Research Vehicle, which
will be manually-driven by a Ford safety engineer and staffed with
researchers. Customers who agree to participate will be able to
track the delivery vehicle through GPS using an upgraded version
of Domino’s Tracker®. They will also receive text messages as the
self-driving vehicle approaches that will guide them on how to
retrieve their pizza using a unique code to unlock the Domino’s
Heatwave Compartment™ inside the vehicle. Clearly the days of
the sweaty, possible late, pizza delivery geezer on a moped are
numbered.

‘Domino’s® and Ford Begin
Consumer Research of Pizza
Delivery Using Self-Driving
Vehicles
5IFCBDLESPQJT$FOUSBM1BSLBOE
UIFTUBSJT&MMJF(PVMEJOH JUNFBOT
POMZPOFUIJOH UIF3BOHF3PWFS
7FMBSIBTBSSJWFEJO"NFSJDB
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Be chased by a Cop
on a fuel cell Scooter...

T

he Metropolitan Police Service are helping reduce harmful
emissions in London’s air by launching a trial to test Suzuki
Burgman hydrogen powered scooters
The trial will last for 18 months and will enable assessment of
their suitability for the various roles the scooters could perform.
On a broader scale it will help The Metropolitan Police to
understand where this clean technology could be adopted across
its fleet in the future.
The hydrogen fuel cell scooters will be used by Police Community
Support Officers within the Roads and Transport Policing
Command and will be based at Alperton Deployment Centre.
The trial is being run at no cost to the Met, with the loan of the
vehicles from Suzuki Motor Corporation. The maintenance and
fuel costs will be met by a collaborative project which is being part
funded by the Advanced Propulsion Centre (APC). Lead partner of
this project is British fuel cell technology company Intelligent
Energy in association with Suzuki GB and Cenex.
So keep your eyes peeled for these...

freecarmag.com 17

In the Future

Everything
is Electric
5IFTJHOTBSFUIBUUIFOFYUHFOFSBUJPOPGDBSTXJMMBUUIF
WFSZMFBTUOFFEBUISFFQJOQMVH)FSFBSFUIFWFIJDMFT
UIBUUIFNBOVGBDUVSFSTIBWFQSPNJTFEVTSFDFOUMZ
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The MINI
Electric
Concept
A

production version will be unveiled
in 2019, so we only have a couple of
years to wait. It does look rather cute
though and combines a drive system that
is always quick off the mark with a
precision-tuned suspension. The drivetrain
and performance characteristics offer an
enthralling drive on both city streets and
country roads so it should be pure MINI
when it comes to driving.

According to Peter Schwarzenbauer who
is responsible for MINI on the BMW board,
“With its characteristic go-kart feel and
powerful electric motor, the MINI ELECTRIC
CONCEPT is great fun to drive while also
being completely suitable for everyday use
– and producing zero emissions to boot.
That’s how we at MINI envisage electric
mobility in tomorrow’s world.”
This is not the first electric MINI. It has
been nearly ten years since they laid the
foundation for developing electric mobility
to production standard at the BMW Group

with the MINI E. Unveiled in 2008, the MINI
E was the first all- electric car from the
BMW Group to be driven by private users
in everyday traffic conditions as part of an
extensive field trial. Over 600 MINI E cars
entered service worldwide for the field
study which provided vital insights into the
daily use of all- electric cars. The learnings
from this trial were subsequently
incorporated into the development of the
BMW i3.
Then earlier this year the MINI
Countryman Plug- in Hybrid was

introduced to the range. Adrian van
Hooydonk, Senior Vice President BMW
Group Design, “The MINI ELECTRIC
CONCEPT is a quintessential MINI –
compact, agile, simply the perfect
companion for everyday driving. At the
same time, it conveys a whole new take on
the concept of sportiness.”
“For aerodynamics and lightweight
design aren’t just important in the world of
motor sport; they are also essential factors
for maximising the electric range.”
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In the Future

EVurban Outlaw

)POEBIBTSFWFBMFEBOBMMOFXFMFDUSJDWFIJDMF UIF6SCBO&7$PODFQUXIJDI
JTTDIFEVMFEGPSMBVODIJO-FUˏTIPQFUIFZEPOˏUDIBOHFBTJOHMFUIJOH
"MMXFLOPXJTUIBUJUJTNNTIPSUFSUIBOUIF+B[[TVQFSNJOJ$BOˏUXBJU
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8IFOZPVIBJMBUBYJJO&VSPQF JUNBZ
XFMMIBWFBGBNJMJBSTIBQF)FSFJTUIF
MPXEPXOPOUIFSFNBSLBCMF59

Tax E Driver

F

inished in traditional hearing aid beige
which has always made German taxis
so distinctive, suit the TX perfectly. It is
also the perfect demonstration that here is
a vehicle which is perfectly at home in
Europe.
The all-new electric zero-emissionscapable TX showcases its eCity technology
for the first time, comprising an advanced
battery electric powertrain with a small
petrol generator. Applied to the TX, the
technology allows for a range of over
640km including well over 120km range
with zero emissions for inner city
operations where noise and air pollution is
most acute.
eCity technology is purposefully designed
for commercial operators that face
demanding and unpredictable duty cycles,
require complete range assurance, and
demand zero-emissions capability to meet
the clean air challenges of urban centres
while also reducing fuel costs for
operators. In addition, the TX has a range
of accessibility features including side
access and forward facing wheelchair
capability. Thanks to the latest structural
design know-how, advanced materials,
passive safety systems and cutting-edge
driver assistance technology, the new TX is
one of the safest taxis ever.

• The TX, LEVC’s new electric taxi, combines
the company’s extensive expertise as a
manufacturer of urban commercial
vehicles with proven electric vehicle
technology and the latest in advanced
material manufacturing.
• This combination of experience and
modernity is reflected in the look of the
vehicle. The instantly recognisable
rectangular grille and circular headlights
have been incorporated into a much more
contemporary design, with daytime
running lights, simplified lines, and an inset
chrome frame to the grille. Similarly, the
rear-hinged passenger doors with
90°opening provide a more opulent entry
and exit for passengers, reminiscent of the
1930s luxury saloons that in part
influenced the design of the vehicle.
• With a combined TX range of more than
640km, including well over 120km on pure
electric, a driver could take passengers
from London to Edinburgh or Paris without
once needing to stop for fuel.
• The new taxi has been built using the
latest techniques in aluminium bonding.
This avoids welding or riveting – which
reduces the weight of the cab, offsetting
the additional weight of the battery, whilst
maintaining vehicle strength.
• As well as the more premium feel,

passengers will notice less vibration and
noise in the passenger cabin, alongside
charging points for mobile phones, Wi-fi
and additional space for six passengers.
• The cab retains its renowned disability
access features. There will be a new
retractable integrated ramp making it
quicker and easier for passengers in
wheelchairs to embark and also travel in a
new forward facing position.
• Other accessibility features include
induction loops for hearing aids as well as
contrasting grab handles and seat edges
for the partially sighted.
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In the Future

TOP SPEED:
112MPH
RANGE AIR : 310 MLS
RANGE LAND: 817MILS
PRICE: £520,800

F LY I N G C A R S
Car manufacturer PAL-V has officially started the sales of its commercial models, the Liberty
Pioneer and Liberty Sport. The first commercial flying car in the world is now a fact. You can
order now for private flight, but delivery will be in 2018, which isn’t long to wait for the future.

T

he PAL-V LIBERTY has been
developed by using proven stateof-the-art technologies from the
aerospace and automotive industries.
In the air, the underlying gyroplane
technology guarantees a stable flying
platform that supports safe landing
even in the very unlikely event of a
total power failure. Which in itself
is very unlikely thanks to its unique
two engine propulsion solution.
A gyroplane as such is already a
very safe way to fly. However by a
rigid focus on flight safety PAL-V has
taken it to the next level. By making
small compromises on specification
it created the safest gyroplane ever
built. An inherent safety aspect
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is that in case of bad weather
conditions you can drive (part of )
your journey. This does make your
planning much more certain but
also increases your safety options
dramatically.
Safety first: in case of engine
failure the gyroplane can be landed
normally in a very small area
equivalent to a tennis court. Landing
without an engine can be done with
+/- 30 km/h (18mph) ground speed on
a very small spot (30 meters or 100ft).
This makes emergency landing, in
combination with the unique double
redundant drive train of the PAL-V
LIBERTY, multiple time safer than a
comparable aircraft or helicopter.

The PAL-V needs a space for takeoff measuring about 90-200 by 20
meters (100ft-650ft by 60ft) without
surrounding obstacles. In practice all
small airstrips, aerodromes, glider
sites and/or ultralight airfields will
suffice. The PAL-V LIBERTY can
operate from either concrete or grass
airstrips. As the PAL-V popularity
increases, it is expected that more
and more small uncontrolled
airstrips will be created.
PAL-V International B.V., the
company that initiated the
development of the PAL-V, is
located in, The Netherlands. The
company was founded in 2007 to
commercialize the concept.
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Show Report

FRANKFUTURE
Andrew Elphick in costume

Andrew Elphick went to the Frankfurt motorshow, we
think, and he saw all sorts of strange stuff as well as
plenty of those concepts in the previous pages in the
metal, or carbon fibre, or whatever they are made from...

Jaguar iPace & Racer
Electric MINI

Car Enthusiasts & Skodas

Audi Alphabet Soup
A broken Ford Transit
24 freecarmag.com

Best Wheel of the Show

P OW E RE D BY

full technical specifications www.freecarmag.com
Star of the show, a Ford Fiesta like your mum used to drive.

Your next Skoda Rapid

Spare EV for the boot

Scrappage in Frankfurt

Borgward with fancy doors

1970s chic for 2017

Borgward is back
freecarmag.com 25

Next Time

A car repair
that works
harder for you
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car repairs with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on your repairs.

Local workshops near you, with 10,000
across the UK.

Our technicians monitor specialist
workshops ensuring quality work is
carried out.

No waiting time, your car is collected
and delivered back to you once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

An MOT
that improves
family time
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car MOT with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on an MOT.

24/7 booking facility.

All work monitored by our personal
technicians

No waiting time, your car is
collected and delivered back to you
once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

FUTURE MOTOR
QUOTES

Back-Seat Driver

“We have teams of
people working on
electric cars. So you
never know - you may
find Virgin competing
with the Tesla in the car
business as we do in the
space business.”
Richard Branson
•
“Electric cars are
coal-powered cars. Their
carbon emissions can be
worse than gasolinepowered cars.”

“I AM THE STEERING
WHEEL OF THE FUTURE”
5IFPOMZQBSUPGB+BHZPVˏMMPXOJTBUBMLJOHTUFFSJOHXIFFM

5

IJTTUFFSJOHXIFFMDPODFQUMJWFT
JOZPVSIPNFBOECFDPNFTZPVS
USVTUFEDPNQBOJPO4BZFSJTUIFSTU
WPJDFBDUJWBUFEBSUJDJBMJOUFMMJHFODF "* 
TUFFSJOHXIFFMUIBUXJMMCFBCMFUPDBSSZ
PVUIVOESFETPGUBTLT4BZFSDPVMETJHOBM
ZPVSNFNCFSTIJQPGPVSPOEFNBOE
TFSWJDFDMVC"DMVCXIJDIPFSTFJUIFS
TPMFPXOFSTIJQPSUIFPQUJPOPGTIBSJOH
UIFDBSXJUIPUIFSTJOZPVSDPNNVOJUZ
*NBHJOFBGVUVSFPGBVUPOPNPVT 
DPOOFDUFEBOEFMFDUSJDDBSTXIFSFZPV
EPOUPXOBTJOHMFDBS CVUJOTUFBEDBMM
VQPOUIFWFIJDMFPGZPVSDIPJDFXIFSF
BOEXIFOZPVOFFEJU5IBUTBGVUVSF
WJTJPO+BHVBS-BOE3PWFSJTFYQMPSJOH
XJUI4BZFS UIFDPOOFDUFETUFFSJOHXIFFM
UIBUDPVMECFUIFPOMZQBSUPGUIFDBSZPV
PXO
/FFEUPCFBUBNFFUJOHUXPIPVSTBXBZ
GSPNIPNFCZBNUPNPSSPX 4JNQMZ
BTL4BZFSGSPNUIFDPNGPSUPGZPVSMJWJOH
SPPNBOEJUXJMMXPSLPVUXIFOZPVHFU
VQ XIFOBDBSOFFETUPBVUPOPNPVTMZ

Have your say
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BSSJWFBUZPVSEPPSBOEFWFOBEWJTFXIJDI
QBSUTPGUIFKPVSOFZZPVNJHIUFOKPZ
ESJWJOHZPVSTFMG
"CFBVUJGVMMZTDVMQUFEQJFDFPGBSU 
4BZFSPXFTJUTOBNFUPPOFPGUIFNPTU
QSPNJOFOUEFTJHOFSTGSPN+BHVBST
QBTU .BMDPMN4BZFS XIPXPSLFEGPSUIF
#SJUJTINBSRVFCFUXFFOBOE
4BZFSXBTGFBUVSFEPOBOFX+BHVBS
GVUVSFWJTJPODPODFQU+BHVBS'6563&
5:1&FYQMPSJOHNPCJMJUZJOBOE
CFZPOE

@freecarmag1

Vinod Khosla
•
“If everyone is moving
forward together, then
success takes care of
itself.”
Henry Ford
•
“Before cars,
make people”
Eiji Toyoda
•
“It’ll be an order of
magnitude safer than a
person. In fact, in the
distant future, I think [...]
people may outlaw
driving cars, because it’s
too dangerous. You can’t
have a person driving a
two-ton death machine.”
Elon Musk
Toyota i-TRIL Concept

Used Car Easy

TOP 5 USED

FUTURISTS

*UJTKVTUQPTTJCMFUPCVZJOUPUIFGVUVSF
.PUPSNBOVGBDUVSFSTTPNFUJNFTDPNFVQ
XJUIBNPEFMXIJDIJTTPGBSBIFBEPGJUT
UJNFJUMFBWFTFWFSZPOFDPOGVTFE*OEFFE JU
NSU RO 80 1967-77
EPFTOˏUBMXBZTQBZUPBEPQUBOFXUIJOHUPP The revolutionaly rotary engine could easily be over revved and that
caused the tips of the rotors to wear out prematurely. NSU had to
FBSMZ#FUUFSUPCVZUIFTFNPEFMTXIFO
replace thousands of engines. Otherwise the R080 was brilliant. The
FWFSZPOFFMTFIBTJSPOFEBMMUIFCVHTPVUGPS styling still looks fresh today. Clever three speed semi-automatic
ZPV.BOZPGUIFTFGVUVSFTBSFOPXDMBTTJDT transmission, front wheel drive and four wheel discs brakes.

CITROEN CX 1974-91

BMW I8 2013

The DS may be the quirky goddess, but we rather like the CX which
brightened up the ‘70s. Inside it was a wonderland of oddness with
rotating drum instrumentation and a touch sensitive brake pedal.
Obviously it looked like a spaceship on the outside, with the GTi Turbo
engine and later Turbo 2 it went like one too. Safari estate, ginormous.

BMW ticked all the boxes by going for a petrol-electric plug-in hybrid
engine combined with an all-wheel drive powertrain. What buyers got
here is a supercar that was frugal as a hatchback. So it will get from
0-60mph in 4.5 seconds, averagely deliver 40 mpg and loads more if you
let the electric motor do the work. Every thing about it is cutting edge.

HONDA INSIGHT 1999-06

JENSEN FF 1967 - 71

Here’s a piece of hybrid history, the very first battery/electric powered
car in the world. Not only that it looked out of this world, like a little deep
space shuttle thingie. Best of all it could be persuaded to do over 80mpg.
It was tuned to be hypereconomical, from the small 1.0 litre engine,
narrow wheels and regenerative braking. A brilliant little package.

It might have looked like the Interceptor and it had the same huge
Chrysler V8 engine, but it was even bigger. It had to be larger in order to
pack in some incredibly advanced technology. Firstly it was the car to
have permanent four wheel drive and anti-lock brakes. Distinquished by
a brushed metal roof, bonnet bulge and dual side vents. Just 320 built.

For more used car information and buying tips go to freecarmag.com
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Fashion
TV

DESIGNER 500 IN A BOUTIQUE WINDOW

5

'JBUBOE#VMHBSJIBWFFOUFSFEJOUPB
QSFTUJHJPVTQBSUOFSTIJQ XIJDIGPSNT
BOJOUFHSBMQBSUPG#VMHBSJˏTˑ3PNBO
)PMJEBZ˒DSFBUJWFDBNQBJHO FYQSFTTJOHUIF
FYVCFSBOUTQJSJUBOEˎKPJFEFWJWSFˏPGUIF
UXPBMM*UBMJBOCSBOET
 FYRVJTJUFQPUUFSZTDBMFNJOJBUVSFT
PGUIFIJTUPSJD'JBU'IBWFCFFO
QSPEVDFEGPSUIFDBNQBJHOBOEXJMMBEPSO
UIFXJOEPXTPGBSPVOE#VMHBSJ
CPVUJRVFTXPSMEXJEF5IFZXJMMCFDBSSZJOH
ˑQBTTFOHFST˒PGHSFBUEJTUJODUJPO JOUIF
GPSNPGNBHOJDFOUJUFNTPG#VMHBSJ
KFXFMMFSZ TZNCPMJTJOHUIFOFTUJO*UBMJBO
UBTUFBOETUZMF
5IFMJUUMFXIJUFBOEHPMENPEFMTBSF
SFQSPEVDUJPOTPGUIFNPTUQPQVMBS'JBU
PGBMMUJNF UIF'TFSJFT CVJMUGSPNUP
5IJTNPEFMˏTTUBUVTBTBXPSLPGBSU
XBTGPSNBMMZSFDPHOJTFEBTJUKPJOFEUIF
QFSNBOFOUDPMMFDUJPOPGUIF.VTFVNPG
.PEFSO"SU PS.P." JO/FX:PSL*UXBTB
IPNBHFUPUIFJDPOJDMJUUMF'JBU XIJDI
DFMFCSBUFTJUTUICJSUIEBZUIJTZFBSBOEJT
BTZNCPMPG*UBMJBODSFBUJWJUZ DBQBCMFPG
JOTQJSJOHBSUJTUTBOEEFTJHOFSTBMMBSPVOE
UIFXPSME5IFSFXJMMCF FYBNQMFTPG
UIFTFNPEFMTJOUIFXJOEPXTPGUIFSNˏT
CPVUJRVFTBSPVOEUIFXPSMEBTQBSUPG
JUTˑ3PNBO)PMJEBZ˒DSFBUJWFDBNQBJHO
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Wanted

Ted Baker
%SFTTBOEFWFSZEBZXBUDIFTGSPNOPPSEJOBSZ
EFTJHOFSBUKVTUbb5IFSFJTOPTIPSUBHF
PGTUZMFTBOEDPMPVSTXXXUFECBLFSDPN

b

b
b

b

b

b

THE PHILIP K DICK
COLLECTION £65.77

b

b

b

)FSFBSFPG1,%
TOPWFMT BUIJSEPGIJT
XPSL BOEUIFZBSFTPNFPGIJTCFTU
JODMVEJOHUIFTUPSZUIBUCSPVHIUVT
#MBEF3VOOFS UIBUJT%P"OESPJET%SFBNPG
&MFDUSJD4IFFQXIJDIJTJO7PMVNF7PMVNF
IBTUIFMBUFSOPWFMT5IFTFBSFBMMXPSUI
SFBEJOHCFDBVTFZPVXJMMEJTDPWFSUIBUIFJT
BQSPQFSMZEFFQXSJUFSBOEPGUFOUIFMNT
USJWBMJTF PSPWFS$(*IJTTUPSJFT TPUSFBU
ZPVSTFMGUPUIJTSFNBSLBCMFDPMMFDUJPO
XXXXPSEFSZDPN

BLADE RUNNER - VANGELIS
CD FROM £10.76

*GZPVMPWFUIFPSJHJOBMMN ZPVXJMMBEPSF
UIFTPVOEUSBDLCZUIFCSJMMJBOULJOHPG
TZOUI 7BOHFMJT4PNFNJHIUTBZZPVOFFE
UIFWJTVBMT XFTBZ KVTUTIVUZPVSFZFT
BOEMFBWFUIFSFTUUPZPVSJNBHJOBUJPO
&TTFOUJBMMZUIJTJTNVTJDUPESJWFBZJOH
DBSCZ5IFSFBSFMPUTPGPQUJPOTGSPNBO
PME$% UPTUSFBNJOH EPXOMPBETBOEFWFO
TPNFQSPQFSDPMMFDUPSWJOZM
XXXFCBZDPVL

b

b

b

THE MAN IN HIGH CASTLE
FROM AMAZON PRIME

5IJTTFSJFT MPPTFMZCBTFE1IJMJQ,%JDL
T
OPWFMPGUIFTBNFOBNF UBLFTBMPPLBUXIBU
UIFXPSMENJHIUMPPLMJLFJGUIF/B[JTIBE
XPO%FTQJUFUIFPQQSFTTJPO BOFXIPQF
FNFSHFTXIFOMNTUVSOVQUIBUTFFNUP
TIPXBEJFSFOUXPSME"XPNBOCFMJFWFTUIF
MNTDPOUBJOUIFLFZUPGSFFEPNBOEJT
EFUFSNJOFEUPOEUIFJSNZTUFSJPVT
HVBSEJBO
www.amazon.co.uk
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Can't Buy Now

AVAILABLE:
SOLD OUT
PRICE FROM:
£29,995

$BUFSIBN4FWFOMJNJUFEFEJUJPOSFUSPSBDFS

SUPER SPRINT

+VTUFYBNQMFTBSFEFTUJOFEGPSUIF&VSPQFBONBSLFU
0FSJOHUIFVMUJNBUFJOHFOUMFNBOSBDFSTUZMF BMPOHTJEF
UIFIFBSUZQPXFSPGJUTCIQ$BUFSIBN8PSLT
3BDJOHUVOFE UISFFDZMJOEFSFOHJOF UIF4FWFO
4VQFS4QSJOUJTBTBUIPNFPOUIFSPBEBTJUJTPOUIF
DJSDVJU
"VOJRVF#SPPLMBOETXJOETDSFFO RVJMUFEBOETUJUDIFE
TFBUTUSJNNFEJO*OOFTUBO4DPUUJTI.VJSIFBEMFBUIFS B
XPPEFOSJNNFETQPSUTTUFFSJOHXIFFM BOETTUZMF
SBDJOHMJWFSZFOTVSFTUIBUUIFESJWJOHFYQFSJFODFJT
OPUIJOHTIPSUPGTFQJBUPOFESBDFOPTUBMHJB
5IF4FWFO4VQFS4QSJOUJTBWBJMBCMFJOTJYQBJOU
TDIFNFT BMMGFBUVSJOHUIFJSPXOTJHOBUVSFDPMPVSBOE
OBNFEBGUFSDMBTTJDSBDFDJSDVJUTJODMVEJOH"JOUSFF HSFFO
XJUIPSBOHFOPTFCBOE )PDLFOIFJN TJMWFSXJUISFE
OPTFCBOE BOE*NPMB SFEXJUIXIJUFOPTFCBOE 
$BUFSIBNIBTBMTPDSFBUFEBTJOHMFTFBUFSPQUJPO XIJDI
DPNFTDPNQMFUFXJUIBUPOOFBVDPWFSGPSTFSJPVTXFJHIU
TBWJOHSBDFST0IBOECZUIFXBZ JUTPMEPVUJOEBZT
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Car Choice

UPMARKET EXPLORER

Jack Jarmoszko enjoys hiking
expeditions. Vehicle must have
decent boot space and quality
finish inside. Has £20K to spend.

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
AUDI Q5

It seems that Jack is going to need a four-wheel
drive and to quote him, ‘German build quality’
especially inside. Indeed, the best interiors for
some time have been made by Audi. The Q5 is a
very capable SUV. There is the option of the more
estate like Audi Allroad. Which is an estate car with
a four-wheel drive system rather than being a true
off roader. The Q5 wins because it looks cooler and
£20K will buy a 2011 2.0 TDi 143 Quattro SE with
50,000 miles, one owner and history for £16,700.
32 freecarmag.com

A CAR FOR THE HEART
VOLKSWAGEN TIGUAN

Jack may not need a full on 4 x 4, some four wheel drive ability
will be useful but not in the usual extra large package. The
Volkswagen Tiguan is worth investigating as a German compact
soft roader, which drives just like a car. Indeed, it is a bit like a
4 x 4 Golf, but has a useful amount of flexibility as the rear seat
slides to increase the amount of boot space. A 2014 2.0 TDI Blue
Motion Tech Match which will average 48mpg, cost £14,270 and
have just 14,000 miles on the clock.

4VQFS4UZMJTI467PVUOPX
4UZMJTI4QPSUT4BMPPOJTCBDL

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
£29,180

*

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£33,990

ALFA ROMEO STELVIO

'PVSUSJNMFWFMTBSFBWBJMBCMFJODMVEJOH"MGB3PNFP4UFMWJP 4VQFS 4QFDJBMFBOEUIFMJNJUFEQSPEVDUJPO
.JMBOP&EJ[JPOF5IFSFBSFUXPFOHJOFWFSTJPOTˊMJUSFIQEJFTFM2"8%BOEMJUSFIQQFUSPM
2"8%ˊDPNCJOFEXJUIBO;'FJHIUTQFFEBVUPNBUJDUSBOTNJTTJPOBTTUBOEBSE5IFFOUSZUSJNMFWFM
4UFMWJP
JODMVEFTJODITQPLFBMMPZXIFFMT -&%SFBSMJHIUTBOEBEPVCMFMBUFSBMDISPNFFYIBVTU
QJQF*OTJEF UIFDBCJOJTEVBM[POFDMJNBUFDPOUSPM "MGB˳%/"SPUBSZESJWJOHNPEFTFMFDUPS BJODI
5'5DPMPVSDMVTUFSJOTUSVNFOUQBOFM 6$POOFDU˳JODIEJTQMBZJOGPUBJONFOUTZTUFNXJUI%"#QMVT
#MVFUPPUI"69NVMUJNFEJBDPOOFDUJWJUZBOEUXPGSPOUBOEUXPSFBS64#QPSUT

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE:
£17,595
£19,845 (HYBRID)

5PZPUBTGVOLZUPXODFOUSFBTTBVMUWFIJDMFJOZFMMPX

YARIS YELLOW EDITION BI-TONE

5IJTJTUIFSTU:BSJTUPCFPFSFEXJUIB:FMMPX#VSTUQBJOUOJTI NBUDIFEXJUIBCJUPOFCMBDLSPPGBOE
GSPOUQJMMBSUSFBUNFOU SFBSQSJWBDZHMBTTBOEBHMPTTCMBDLUSFBUNFOUGPSUIFGSPOUHSJMMFBOETJEFTJMMT*U
MPPLTTVQFSTIBSQXJUIBOFXGSPOUFOEBOEBTFUPGEJTUJODUJWFCMBDLBOETJMWFSJODIBMMPZXIFFMT
$VTUPNFSTDBODIPPTFCFUXFFO5PZPUB
TBMMOFXMJUSF775J&QFUSPMVOJUBOEUIFMJUSFQFUSPM
FMFDUSJDIZCSJE5PZPUB5PVDIUPVDITDSFFODPOUSPMMFENVMUJNFEJBTZTUFN %"#SFDFQUJPO DSVJTFDPOUSPM
XIJDIBMMNBLFTCPNCJOHBSPVOEUIFUPXOPSDPVOUSZSBUIFSGVO QMVTFWFSZPOFXJMMTFFZPVDPNJOH
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Car Choice

FA M I LY F U N

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
VOLKSWAGEN GOLF PLUS

It seems a bit ambitious to go from a relatively
small two-door car to a full-blown people carrier,
but children do come with an awful lot of baggage.
So more space will be definitely be needed
especially if friends and relatives want to come
along too. I do think that a full people carrier could
be a model too far. One possibility would be a Golf
Plus. It is not just a giant Polo, it is a slightly larger
Golf. A 2010 1.6 TDI S with 33,000 miles for just
£6490 is a bargain.
36 freecarmag.com

Jasmine Nair loves her
Volkswagen Polo but her family is
growing. She has a large budget,
so what would we recommend?

A CAR FOR THE HEART
CITROEN GRAND C4 PICASSO

Jasmine should also consider the Citroen Grand C4 Picasso
is a well thought out and very comfortable 7 seater. The rear
seats are individual and all slide so getting the kiddies sorted
out is not a problem at all and is effectively future proofed.
On the road it is very smooth and not sporty which is for a
family is actually quite a good thing. A one owner, full service
history 2011 eHDi VTR+ with 50,000 mile example is £7,000. An
automatic gearbox makes family life easier.

HSENSIBLE
STOP GAP
FREE CAR MAG
CAN ANSWER
YOUR CAR
CHOICE
QUESTION

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
FORD MONDEO

The safest route would be to go to a car dealer for a
warranty. I would also recommend going for a car
that is widely available and therefore good value to
buy, own, run and resell. For that reason the Ford
Mondeo would make an excellent, safe, spacious
and affordable family car. Even better there are
plenty to choose from at dealers and used car
supermarkets. We found a 2008 2.0 Zetec TDCI with
112,000 miles and just two previous owners on sale
at £2495 with a comprehensive warranty.

Alison Stuart needs a car for a
year while she is based in the UK.
She has £2000 to spend.

A CAR FOR THE HEART
SAAB 9-5 ESTATE

Alison has been offered a Saab 9-5 estate and a Renault Scenic,
each for £2000. I would not recommend the Scenic, but a well
looked after Saab should be excellent. There is lots of room
inside a 9-5 for both front and rear passengers. All that goes
together well with the very smooth ride, which refuses to be
upset, whatever the road conditions. The boot is large and
there is plenty of room for a family of four. We found a 2005 2.2
TiD Linear Sport with an automatic gearbox and inclusive labour
warranty for £1795.
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Film & TV
SUNDAYS ON
CHANNEL 4
AT 9PM AND
ALL4

FUTURISTIC TALES

ELECTRIC DREAMS

&MFDUSJD%SFBNTJTBTDJBOUIPMPHZTFSJFTPGUFOFQJD BNCJUJPVTBOENPWJOH
TUBOEBMPOFFQJTPEFT FBDITFUJOBEJFSFOUBOEVOJRVFXPSMEˊTPNFXIJDI
MJFJOUIFGBSSFBDIFTPGUIFVOJWFSTFBOEUJNFBOEPUIFSTXIJDIBSFNVDI 
NVDIDMPTFSUPIPNF8IJMFUIFTUPSJFTNBZCFXPSMETBQBSU DFOUSBMUPFBDI
JTUIFQPJHOBOUBOEXBSNFYQMPSBUJPOPGUIFJNQPSUBODFBOETJHOJDBODFPG
IVNBOJUZ&BDIFQJTPEFJTJOTQJSFECZPOFPG1IJMJQ,%JDLTSFOPXOFETIPSU
TUPSJFTBOEIBTCFFOBEBQUFECZBOJODSFEJCMFMJOFVQPGMFBEJOH#SJUJTIBOE
"NFSJDBOXSJUFSTBOEEJSFDUPST5IFTFSJFTBMTPGFBUVSFTBOBMMTUBSSPTUFSPG
DBTUXIPIFBEVQUIJTUISJMMJOH BVEBDJPVTBOEFNPUJPOBMKPVSOFZJOUPUIFGBS
SFBDIFTPGJNBHJOBUJPO
8IBUDBVHIUUIFGSFF$BS.BHJNBHJOBUJPOBOELFQUVTBXBLFBUOJHIUXBT
UIFVUUFSMZBXFTPNF'PSE$POTVM(5GFBUVSFEJOUIFFQJTPEF5IF)PPE.BLFS
4UVEFOUTPGGBNPVTDBSTPOUFMMZXJMMLOPXUIBUUIJTXBTUIFNPEFMBTGFBUVSFE
JO5IF4XFFOFZ5IF)PPE.BLFSJTTFUJOBOBOBMPHVFXPSME IFODFUIF
XPOEFSGVM'PSE$POTVM(5XIFSFUIF5FFQTBSBDFXJUIUIFQPXFSPGUFMFQBUIZ
BSFGFBSFEBOESFWFSFEJOFRVBMNFBTVSF'JOEPVUNPSFPO"MMBOEUIFPUIFS
CSJMMJBOUTUPSJFTGSPNUIFNJOEPG1IJMMJQ,%JDL
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WATCH
ON
ALL 4

A YEAR ON THE FARM

Farms occupy two-thirds of the land in Britain but the farming culture and way of life are little known
about by the UK’s urban population. As well as market challenges farmers face, there are other
threats to their livelihood and livestock such as the outbreak of disease that would destroy a farm to
a snow storm that could kill hundreds of sheep. There’s a lot that could go very wrong, very quickly
and have devastating effects. At Free Car Mag we are always looking at the machinery and were
pleased to spot several Land Rover Defenders.

All Star
Driving
School E4
Mondays
7.30pm.

ALL STAR DRIVING SCHOOL

Celebrity learners are paired up with instructors and unleashed onto the roads of Essex to embark on an
intensive driving course, hoping to pass their tests at the end of one week. We did struggle to spot a
celebrity, there is someone from the Vamps, Chelsea and First Dates. We rather like the Suzuki Ignises they
use. In Episode 3 the celeb learner drivers try to nail their manoeuvres. Paisley's about to lose it with
instructor Ricky, Connor aims to conquer his fear of lorries and CiCi goes back to where she was three days
ago!. Then in the next episode the celebs have a mock driving test and assess their reflexes in the
treacherous multi-hazard car park, where they have to dodge any dangers that cross their paths. CiCi
encounters a back-seat driver. And so on.
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Film & TV

FIND IT ON
ALL4

OUR HERO TAKES ON THE TOUGHEST JOB

GUY MARTIN

(VZUBLFTPOUIFNPTUDPWFUFEKPCJOBVUPNPUJWFFOHJOFFSJOHCFJOHHJWFOVOQSFDFEFOUFEBDDFTTBOEXPSLJOHBTQBSUPGBO
FMJUF'PSNVMBQJUDSFX"TVTVBMIFMMCFHPJOHJOBUUIFEFFQFOEBUUIF#FMHJBO(SBOE1SJYJO4QB PWFSUIF"VHVTUCBOL
IPMJEBZXJUI8JMMJBNT.BSUJOJ3BDJOH
"IFBEPGUIJT (VZXJMMKPJOPOFPGUIFXPSMETMFBEJOH'PSNVMBUFBNT 8JMMJBNT.BSUJOJ3BDJOH BUUIFUFBNT6,GBDUPSZ 
XIFSFUIFDIJFGNFDIBOJDXJMMSVOIJNUISPVHIUIFNBKPSUBTLTIFMMCFFYQFDUFEUPQFSGPSNEVSJOHUIFSBDFXFFLFOE5IF
ESJWFSTSBDFJTJOUIFNFDIBOJDTIBOET TPQSBDUJDFJTFTTFOUJBM*G(VZEPFTOUNBLFUIFHSBEFIFMMCFQVMMFEPUIFQSPKFDU
JNNFEJBUFMZ
%VSJOHUIFSBDFXFFLFOE(VZXJMMCFUBTLFEXJUITFUUJOHVQUIFQJUHBSBHF BTTJTUJOHXJUICVJMEJOHUIFNVMUJNJMMJPOEPMMBSDBS 
BOEXJMMQBSUJDJQBUFJOUXPNJOVUFQSBDUJDFTFTTJPOTPO'SJEBZ BGVSUIFSIPVSQSBDUJDFTFTTJPOPO4BUVSEBZ UIFUISFFTUBHF
RVBMJDBUJPOQSPDFTTBOEUIFSBDFJUTFMG5IFQJUDSFXMPPLBGUFSCPUIPG8JMMJBNTESJWFSTˊ#SB[JMJBOWFUFSBO'FMJQF.BTTBBOE
$BOBEJBOOFXDPNFS-BODF4USPMMˊBOEFWFSZQJUTUPQJTDSVDJBMIFJTHPJOHUPCFXPSLJOHXJUIUIFGBTUFTUUFBNJOUIFCVTJOFTT
"GUFSUIFSBDF BTUIFESJWFSTIFBEGPSUIFOFBSFTUBJSQPSU BXIPMFOFXEBZPGXPSLCFHJOTGPSUIFNFDIBOJDT*UUBLFTBUMFBTU
IPVSTUPTUSJQUIFDBST UBLFEPXOUIFQJUCPY BOEQBDLFWFSZUIJOHBXBZSFBEZUPCFUSBOTQPSUFEUPUIFOFYUSBDF(VZXJMM PG
DPVSTF TUBZUPUIFFOE
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IN CINEMAS
NOW

ROUGH NITE

In Rough Night, an edgy comedy, five best friends from college (played by Scarlett Johansson, Kate
McKinnon, Jillian Bell, Ilana Glazer, and Zoë Kravitz) reunite 10 years later for a wild bachelorette
weekend in Miami. Their hard partying takes a hilariously dark turn when they accidentally kill a male
stripper. Amidst the craziness of trying to figure out what to do,their night takes some hilariously
unexpected turns, ultimately bringing them closer together when it matters most. They are in cars
some of the time.

CHANNEL 4
3PM

FIND IT FIX IT FLOG IT

)FOSZ$PMFBOE4JNPO0#SJFOUSBWFMBDSPTTUIF6,UPOEVOJRVFJUFNTMPTUJOQFPQMFTIPNFTUP
YVQGPSBQSPU8FSFBMMZMJLFUIJTQSPHSBNNF JUSFNJOETVTPGIPXXFSVOPVS'SFF$BS.BHMJWFT 
CVZJOHSBOEPNSVCCJTIUIFOTFMMJOHJUPOBOPOMJOFBVDUJPOTJUF*OUIFSTUFQJTPEFUIFZVOFBSUIB
DIVSDIQFX DSFBUFBTIUBOLGSPNTDSBQBOEVODPWFSBWFSZTQFDJBMQFUSPMUBOL5IFOUIFCPZTBSFJO
&BTU4VTTFYBOE)FSUGPSETIJSF XJUIOETJODMVEJOHB7JDUPSJBOFHHJODVCBUPS5IFSFBSFBTUPVOEJOH
FQJTPEFTJOBMMBOEXFUIJOLUIBUZPVTIPVMEFOKPZFWFSZTJOHMFPOF
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Next Time

FCM 53

4PGBS BMMXFIBWFJTBWFSZ
EJTJOUFSFTUFE3JIBOOBQFSDIFEPOB
NPUPSCJLFQSPNPUJOHUSBJOFSTGPS
1VNB5IFSFXJMMUIPVHICFBXIPMF
TXBUIFPGXBUDIFTXIJDIZPVNJHIU
XBOUUPCVZZPVSTFMGGPS$ISJTUNBT 
XIJDIJTOUUIBUGBSBXBZ5IFSFNBZ
BMTPCF-BOE3PWFST4FFZPVUIFO

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

FREECARMAG.COM
42 freecarmag.com

Follow Spencer HazE's adventures at the Free car mag.com website...he's
from 1973 and seems to have time travelled to the year 2000 before
making it to 2017. Confused? well there are cars, fights & fun
with a retro twist.

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

FREECARMAG.COM
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A car service
that improves
your swing
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car service with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on servicing.

Our expert engineers deal direct with
the garage so you don’t have to.

Rigorous services are carried out to
exact manufacturer’s specifications.

No waiting time, your car is collected and
delivered back to you once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423
folding roller sliding and chain
screens for doors and windows for home
and business, diy kits only

